Cache Winter
January 25, 2020

Traveled through dense, cold fog.
I heard dump trucks I couldn't see.
Taste of green pear with arugula, goat cheese, and candied pecans.
Sticky cherry coke foaming over my fingers.

I heard dump trucks I couldn't see.
Cache Valley drivers can't count to four.
Sticky cherry coke foaming over my fingers.
Gray-white shrinking piles of snowy cover.

Cache Valley drivers who can't count to four.
People talking in low voices, sharing thoughts or keeping secrets.
Gray-white shrinking piles of snowy cover.
But aha! The bus is running a half an hour earlier now.

People talking in low voices, sharing thoughts or keeping secrets.
Taste of green pear with arugula, goat cheese, and candied pecans.
But aha! The bus is running a half an hour earlier now.
Traveled through dense, cold fog.
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